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Abstract

the attitudes and beliefs of Danish citizens regarding

Background: Vaccination is an effective choice to

the offer of a COVID-19 vaccine are expressed to

stop the COVID-19 pandemic. Vaccine hesitancy

make us wiser as to why people have the attitudes

may, however, be a threat to global health. What is

towards the vaccination program that they have.

structuring and at stake regarding citizens’ attitudes
towards COVID-19 vaccination in a society is not yet

Methods: The study was designed as a qualitative

well understood. The aim was therefore to assess how

case study including 25 citizens from different parts of
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Denmark and with different sociodemographic

Keywords: 2019-nCoV; COVID-19; Coronavirus;

backgrounds. Data were collected through individual

Vaccination; Qualitative Study; Bourdieu

interviews and analyzed and interpreted through the
lens of Bourdieu’s practice theory; the focus being

1. Introduction

especially on structures, habitus and capital within a

“We can end the tragedy of COVID-19 by stopping

health field.

the deaths, by stopping the hospitalizations, and
vaccines give us the power to do so” was stated by the

Findings: The findings highlight structures that

World Health Organization on the organization’s

regulate vaccination attitudes in the individual in

LinkedIn page in April 2021. Vaccination constitutes

which perceptions of being included or excluded in the

a major advance in the prevention of infectious

logic of the state are particularly relevant. The

diseases and is an effective choice to stop disease

individual’s usual social network seemed to have less

outbreaks, including the COVID-19 pandemic [1].

structuring importance for their attitudes for or against

Research however suggests that the novelty of the

COVID-19 vaccination. Participants’ health habitus

COVID-19 disease may lead to individuals displaying

was challenged by COVID-19 vaccination, and it had

indicating a hesitancy to get vaccinated [1, 2], which

an impact on their attitudes whether they considered

may be a threat to global health [3]. Our study is one

health, illness, and body as an individual or collective

of the first attempts to determine the attitudes of

responsibility. The collection of health capital and

individuals towards COVID-19 vaccination. While

positioning in relation to COVID-19 vaccination

being a Danish-based case study, the research will be

attitudes was essential, for which, however, unequal

representative of this particular phenomenon and can

dispositions and conditions for the acquisition of

inform other countries on what is structuring and thus

knowledge were decisive.

at stake regarding citizens’ attitudes towards COVID19 vaccination in a society.

Conclusions: A belief in vaccination as a way out of
the pandemic is seen in citizens who share the basic

1.1 Background

truth of the state, while holding attitudes against

The global COVID-19 pandemic originated in China

vaccination excludes individuals from community and

in December 2019 [4] and has since then spread

society. Vaccination is for some citizens of no

worldwide with major consequences for communities

meaning, and they perceive receiving a vaccination as

as well as individual families and people. Several

being made sick, while others highlight a collective

countries have been locked down since the COVID-19

responsibility to get vaccinated. Those who have the

pandemic emerged [5], healthcare system capacity has

relevant capital, in the form of expert opinions and

been overloaded [6-9], economic upheaval [10] and

knowledge from highly educated people in their close

significant mental health issues [11-16] have been

social network, receive support from a collective

reported and more than 5 million deaths globally up

capital, while other citizens might lack the right to

until December 2021 have been registered [17]. An

express and act in relation to different approaches to

efficacious vaccine is considered essential to prevent

knowledge.

further morbidity and mortality and may therefore
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prove the long-awaited way effort to end this global

of the total Danish population have started vaccination

pandemic [18, 19]. Vaccines are thus important public

against COVID-19 and 76% are fully vaccinated [25].

health interventions and recently vaccines against

The effect of the vaccination effort is now clearly seen

COVID-19 were approved worldwide; to date 135

on the number of new cases of infection among

candidate COVID-19 vaccines are in clinical

vaccinated groups as well as on the hospitalization

development and 194 are in preclinical development,

figures, where the proportion of patients over the age

using a range of vaccine platforms [20].

of 80 who have been admitted with a positive test for
COVID-19 has decreased significantly since late

Although long-term control of the COVID-19

January [26]. The healthcare system in Denmark is at

pandemic is linked in part to the development and

the very top among the Danish population when it

uptake of a preventive vaccine, there is a segment of

comes to trust [27, 28], and it is reported that Danes

the population internationally that refuses or is hesitant

are more willing than other nationalities to get

to get vaccinated [2]. Vaccine hesitancy can be defined

vaccinated compared to Swedes, French, Germans,

as “delay in acceptance or refusal of vaccines despite

Italians, English, Hungarians and Americans [29];

availability of vaccination services” [3], and history

nonetheless, COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy and

shows that vaccine hesitancy and negative opinions

vaccine uncertainty are being discussed to a great

regarding vaccination have existed on a global scale as

extent by the Danish public. With the Danish

long as vaccines have [21]. The mandatory

background of a population in a western high-income

th

vaccination of smallpox in Britain in the 19 century

country with high levels of education and current great

led to the establishment of an anti-vaccination league

confidence in the healthcare system and the COVID-

[21] and up through the 2000s, claims that the MMR

19 vaccine program, it is interesting that there are still

vaccine brought about autism in children which yet

people in this population who are skeptical or even

again led to a rise in the anti-vaccination movement

dismissive of vaccination in the middle of a prolonged

with an epidemics of measles [22]. Most recently, the

pandemic. Comprehensive understanding of Danish

HPV vaccine led to an increase in vaccine hesitancy in

citizens’ attitudes towards the COVID-19 vaccination

Denmark [23], when several reports of severe side

program might thus function as a case to learn from.

effects emerged. This meant that several refused the
HPV vaccine even though there was no evidence

It is described in research that reasons for vaccine

behind the reports [24]. An association between not

hesitancy are many and have been linked to various

getting the HPV vaccine and not getting the second

demographic factors such as being female, lower age

MMR vaccine was found [23], suggesting an increase

(<65), of a lower socioeconomic position and

in general vaccine hesitancy in Denmark following the

geographical location [22, 24, 30]. Vaccine hesitancy

enrollment of the HPV vaccine in the Danish

is also associated with personal factors such as

vaccination program.

psychosocial determinants, health beliefs, personal
experience with the healthcare system, preference for

Despite this recent increase in vaccine hesitancy in

alternative medicine and general distrust in authorities

Denmark, data as of December 7, 2021 show that 78%

[2, 3, 30, 31]. Furthermore, attitudes toward receiving
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the vaccine are heavily dependent on the sense that

2. Methods

those around the individual, who they respect, are also

2.1 Design

taking the vaccine themselves [32]. This suggests that

This study was designed as a qualitative case study,

the individual’s social circle is influential when

which is considered particularly well-suited for

individuals contemplate whether to get the vaccine,

extensive and in-depth descriptions of complex social

showing a social component of vaccine hesitancy.

phenomena [36]. The study employed a methodology

While newly introduced vaccines have always been

that emphasizes an open listening position to social

surrounded by skepticism from the public, it is

discourse. The study was guided by the theory of

difficult to compare the COVID-19 vaccine with

constructivist structuralism and the concept of

former vaccine hesitancy, because the global health

sociology of action from the theoretical lens proposed

threat,

community

by Bourdieu and his practice theory; the focus being

lockdowns caused by the pandemic as well as the

especially on structures, habitus and capital within a

newer technology of mRNA-based vaccines [33] and

health field [37, 38]. This methodology supported us

the very rapid development of the vaccine itself might

to construct categories of analysis that could account

affect public attitudes and decisions in ways we are not

for the existing social discourse. A Bourdieu-inspired

aware of. Therefore, public attitudes towards the

approach offers a theoretically interesting and

COVID-19 vaccine are particularly interesting to

empirically fruitful perspective on the study of

examine in-depth with the Danish population as the

individuals’

case example.

transcends dichotomies in the social sciences –

economic

challenges,

and

between

attitudes.

objectivism

Bourdieu’s

and

epistemology

subjectivism,

as

he

As shown above, previous vaccine hesitancy research

collectively describes them [39]. That is, Bourdieu at

highlights that the vaccination behaviors of the

the same time incorporates both objective material

individual’s social networks are a predictor of own

conditions such as the distribution of money and titles,

behaviors [34, 35], so it is clear that our social milieu

and subjective conditions such as individuals’

affects our vaccine decisions. Missing from the

experiences, perceptions, and habits. This enables

literature is however a theoretical account of how and

Bourdieu to point out a concordance between social

why this is so; how the beliefs of vaccine-hesitant or -

and mental structures. Since we want to understand the

rejecting citizens, but also those who accept

relationship between individuals' placement in social

vaccinations, are socially constructed, acquired and

and societal structures and their attitudes towards

reinforced. This paper draws on Bourdieu’s notions of

COVID-19 vaccination, there is a need for precisely

structure, habitus and capital to elaborate these

such an integration of these two perspectives.

perspectives. Therefore, the present study aimed to

According to Bourdieu, the fact that the object of

assess how the attitudes and beliefs of Danish citizens

analysis is constructed from the beginning means that

regarding the offer of a COVID-19 vaccine from the

it is not given in advance which attitudes or interests

Danish healthcare system are expressed in order to

are linked to different social positions. In addition,

make us wiser as to why people have the attitudes

Bourdieu perceives the social world as relational and

toward the vaccination program that they have.

not substantially constituted [40]. Social identity is
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defined and defended through differences, and

its combination of symbolic and secular power [42].

because

social

The COVID-19 pandemic thus caused all the capitals

differences, they are perceived as value differences. In

of state power to be activated when the population

relation to the study of attitudes towards COVID-19

needed to be informed about the disease and the policy

vaccination, it follows that an individual's attitudes

measures taken in response to it.

differences

are

recognized

as

cannot be understood separately from what others
believe.

2.2 Participants and recruitment
With the objective of collecting the greatest possible

In the present study, our work is based on health as a

amount of information on Danish citizens’ attitudes to

constructed and structured field. In the field of health

COVID-19 vaccination, a strategic selection of cases

there is a wide range of institutions, such as the

was found to be most appropriate [43]. Both typical

National Board of Health (authority), the World

and average cases (i.e. individuals who were positive

Health Organization (WHO), as well as knowledge

towards vaccination) and atypical and extreme cases

producers such as universities and research institutions

(i.e. individuals who were skeptical or opposed to

and institutions that develop knowledge that is

vaccination) were included in the study. Participants

relevant to the production of vaccines. Dominant

were also selected based on sociodemographic

positions are also held by the pharmaceutical industry

characteristics such as gender, age, education level and

and institutions within the EU [38]. In the field of

whether they lived in major cities or rural areas in

health, one thus sees both public and private

Denmark. Participants were recruited through posters,

stakeholders as well as hierarchies and contradictions

social media and snowballing [44] by encouraging

between

experience-based

Danish citizens to approach the research team via

knowledge and between scientific and alternative

phone or e-mail if they were willing to attend an

knowledge. In addition, it can be said that there is a

interview about their attitudes towards COVID-19

kind of doxa (implicit rules in the field) in the area of

vaccination. Information about the study was e-mailed

whether one should receive a COVID-19 vaccination

to those citizens who showed an interest in the study

in order to keep the body healthy and free from disease

along with an informed consent form. Interviews were

as COVID-19. For Bourdieu, the state is always active,

conducted in March to April 2021. Data as of April 26,

although we often do not think about it [41]. On March

2021 show that 21% of the total Danish population had

12, 2020, however, we in Denmark and internationally

started vaccination against COVID-19 and 10% were

experienced direct and clear effects of the state acting

fully vaccinated at that time. That is, one-tenth of the

as a meta-power field. Quarantine, border closure and

Danish population had gained almost full immunity to

closure of institutions are examples where one can

COVID-19. Participant characteristics are presented in

register the direct effect of the power of the state and

Table 1.

evidence-based

and
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N=25
Age, years
Mean (SD)

54

Range

22-75

Gender
Male

11

Female

14

Marital status
Married, cohabiting, or in a relationship

12

Living alone

13

Education
Primary school or less

3

Further education (<3 years)

6

Further education (>3 years)

7

University

9

Retired

6

Region of Denmark
Capital Region

13

Zealand Region

7

Southern Denmark

2

Central Jutland region

3

Region of Northern Jutland

0

Current attitude towards COVID-19 vaccination
For

15

Against

10

Attitudes towards other vaccines (childhood, travel, influenza, HPV)
For

25

Against

0

Attitudes towards COVID-19 vaccination in the close social circle
For

14

Against

3

Different attitudes

8

Comorbidity

12

Table 1: Characteristics of participants.
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2.3 Data collection

understanding, another focus of the analysis was on

The appropriate number of interviews in case studies

the structures within which the participants acted; i.e.

depends on the phenomenon under investigation and

how their social systems were stratified, and how

the scope of the study. It is recommended that anything

participants were part of these social systems as well

less than 15 interviews per case study is generally not

as which options this equipped them with related to the

considered sufficient [36]. Data for our study were

COVID-19 vaccination situation. A flexible semi-

collected through individual interviews with 25

structured interview guide was applied to understand

Danish

guided

the perspectives of the participants by focusing the

conversations that are usually one of the most

questions and prompting for more information when

important sources of case study evidence [45]. With

something interesting or novel emerged [44]. The

the aim of understanding the social practice that

interview guide is presented in Table 2. All interviews

shapes

around

were conducted by telephone based on ethical

vaccination, we sought to explore how participants’

accountability to not contribute to the spread of the

individual interests related to the interests of their

virus. Four experienced qualitative researchers

social group. We aimed to examine how these interests

performed the interviews. The interviews lasted on

reflected their habitus and became sources of capital.

average 25 minutes (range: 11-50 minutes) and were

In

recorded and transcribed verbatim.

citizens.

the

addition

Such

interviews

decision-making

to

the

are

process

participants’

subjective

Background information
Gender
Age
Comorbidity
Job
Education
For or against COVID-19 vaccination
If you got the offer of a COVID-19 vaccine today, would you answer yes or no? / Why did you say yes or no when
you were offered a vaccine?
What are your considerations in relation to saying yes or no to a COVID-19 vaccination?
Have your decision or considerations with respect to the COVID-19 vaccine changed over time?
Could your decision or considerations change over time? Can you elaborate on that?
Personal experiences with other vaccinations
What experiences have you had with previous vaccines that you have received?
What thoughts do you have about side effects and the like of the COVID-19 vaccine? Do you know anyone who
has experienced side-effects? Can you elaborate on that?
What are your thoughts on the COVID-19 vaccine compared to other vaccines?
If yes to COVID-19 vaccination: What health benefits / disadvantages do you see from getting the vaccine?
If no to COVID-19 vaccination: What health benefits / disadvantages do you see from not being vaccinated?
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Do you have children? If yes, did they follow the childhood vaccination program?
Social network
What are the attitudes of your closest friends and family to the COVID-19 vaccine?
How do their attitudes affect you?
Social media and news
How do you usually update yourself on news?
How do you keep yourself updated regarding information about COVID-19 and the vaccination?
Do you use social media?
Political handling of the pandemic
What is your experience of the Danish authorities’ handling of the COVID-19 pandemic?
What is your experience of the COVID-19 vaccination strategy?

Table 2: Interview guide.

2.4 Data analysis

then reconstructed to reflect back a view of reality. The

Qualitative case study research aims at analytical

initial step involved reading the interview transcripts,

generalization and involves the extraction of abstract

which led to the development of preliminary notes and

concepts from the unit of analysis [45]. These abstract

memos that were then used to formulate initial

concepts are in the present study linked to the

categories,

theoretical foundations of Bourdieu’s structure,

interpretation of patterns found in the data was the next

habitus and capital with the aim to be potentially

step and themes were constructed during this process.

themes

and

relationships.

The

applicable to other cases. As such, our analytical
generalizations use the previously developed practice

2.4.1 The objective moment of the analysis: The

theory, with which our empirical case study results are

health field for attitudes toward vaccination includes

related and compared [46]. Cross-case analysis and

all individuals who relate to COVID-19 and

comparisons

we

vaccination by taking a stand. With this broad

nevertheless remained open to revising our theoretical

demarcation, the field basically covers the entire social

preconceptions based on the actual findings [36, 45].

space, with the exception of a probably very small

We furthermore drew on hermeneutic interpretations

group that does not relate to vaccination at all. Since

by iteratively changing focus between the whole and

the boundaries of the attitude field correspond to the

its parts [36, 47]. Such interpretations are rooted in

social space, the overall field of power is included as

semiotics, a field of study that deals with the

part of the attitude field, where it is dominant in

relationships

intended

relation to attitudes. The state is considered by

meanings, and interpretations of signs and symbols.

Bourdieu as such a field of power that possesses a

During the analysis, the research team met and

meta-capital that can control and regulate other types

discussed the interview transcripts. Data was broken

of capital [38, 48]. The capital of the participants is of

up into manageable pieces, which the research team

great importance for their position within the field.

were

thus

between

performed

representations,
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There are different forms of capital, each reflecting a

Helsinki [49]. The participants received written

form of resource in the individual; both material and

information about the purpose of the study and their

symbolic resources. Within the health field, however,

right to withdraw at any time. Written informed

these capitals are exposed to the state's ideals of

consent was obtained from each of the participants

COVID-19 vaccination, and the state thus has a

before the interviews. Data were anonymized by

structuring effect on the participants' collection of

means of identification codes. The participants were

capital and their positioning in relation to COVID-19

informed that interview data would be treated

and vaccination.

confidentially.

2.4.2 The subjective moment of the analysis: Central

3. Findings

to the analysis of individuals' attitudes is also the

Perspectives on how the attitudes and beliefs of Danish

concept of habitus. It is the habitus of the individual

citizens regarding the offer of a COVID-19 vaccine

that, according to Bourdieu, determines how they

from the Danish healthcare system are expressed and

perceive and judge the social world and act in it –

further why people have the attitudes to the

including forming attitudes and expressing them [37,

vaccination program they have are illuminated in the

40]. Habitus is closely linked to the objective position

following three theoretically informed themes [46].

of the individual in the social space, and is created by

Overall, attitudes towards vaccination are seen for and

the possibilities and limitations that this position

against, which do not always determine what the

provides. Habitus is thus the link that connects the

participants ultimately choose. Thus, in the analysis it

objective structures in the field on the one hand, and

was not possible to completely divide the participants

on the other hand, how individuals relate to these.

into either for or against vaccination, and the

Habitus must be understood as a system of lasting and

presentation below therefore try to describe, and

changeable dispositions that serves as a framework for

nuance attitudes and considerations more fluently and

the way in which the individual experiences, thinks

thus intertwined.

and acts. It is precisely because habitus is the link
between the objective structures (habitus as structured

3.1 Structures at a macro and meso level that

structure) and subjective structures (habitus as

regulate vaccination attitudes in the individual. To

structuring structure), i.e. perception matrices and

be included or excluded in the logic of the state and

assessment criteria, that both aspects of the analysis

unspoken expectations and obligations in social

are interesting for the study of attitudes.

groups
For Bourdieu the concept of social structure refers to

2.5 Ethical considerations

social forces and pathways which are external,

The study was undertaken in accordance with the

relatively autonomous from and more than the sum of

guidelines of the Danish Ethical Research Committee

individuals [50]. This notion of social structure goes

and was approved by the Danish Data Protection

beyond descriptions of people’s rationalities and

Agency (P-2020-276). The investigation conforms

social experiences, and thereby enables us to deepen

with the principles outlined in the Declaration of

our understanding of those dimensions of vaccine
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attitudes and beliefs that are out of the individual’s

experience of 'voluntary coercion' permeates the

control and everyday awareness. Structures that affect

individual. As a result, it can be difficult to discuss

the participants’ attitudes and choices in relation to

vaccination with other people if you do not want to be

COVID-19

the

vaccinated yourself, as most Danes are proponents of

following. The overall structures of society at a macro

vaccination and thus (unconsciously) included in the

level which have an impact on citizens' attitudes

logic of the state [37]. Therefore, it can be difficult to

towards vaccination concern vaccines as ‘voluntary

go against the public mood, and in this context one can

coercion’; disease as a force of nature; and the

feel stigmatized or ashamed and be called a conspiracy

development and economic costs of the vaccine.

theorist or other negative expressions.

vaccination

are

elucidated

in

Vaccination as 'voluntary coercion' is about how it can
be experienced as discriminatory for the individual if

“It is as if people are being shamed if one does not

it is necessary to be vaccinated in order to participate

follow the herd. At least that is my opinion. It is not

in ordinary social life. It is perceived as not being fair,

easy to think of anything other than the 80% of the

but one may feel compelled to do it nonetheless.

population, and one may well be a little stigmatized or
categorized as selfish, or one who does not care about

“It's reminiscent of forced vaccination, and it crosses

others, or an anti-vaxxer or conspiracy theorist or other

the line for me. I'm off. I can see that it would boost

negative expressions (participant 25)“. Thus, it can be

the economy, and I can see that it will be an advantage

seen how objective structures have subjective

for a lot of people who have been vaccinated, but there

consequences [41]. It is experienced in this context

must be a cat flap for those who do not want to be

that society lacks an understanding of people's

vaccinated. I do not like that they have to decide, and

different opinions, and it is questioned who has the

I think there must be room for both those who cannot

power and right to be critical and say no. Thus, it is

and those who do not want to be vaccinated. It is not

easier to discuss vaccine attitudes with someone with

fair this way (participant 2)”. This highlight how

whom one agrees. Bourdieu emphasizes that such

perceptions of how the state that decides who should

generally accepted (power) structures must be

have a place in society, understood in such a way that

revealed so that there is an awareness that these

there will be no place in society for those individuals

conditions are not natural [39, 50]. Bourdieu’s critical

who will not accept to be vaccinated. With Bourdieu,

errand is thus to show that thoughts, attitudes, and

the state can be understood as a meta-power field that

actions that go against prevailing dominant structures

determines the rules of the game in society [38, 39,

must be possible so that there is not just one universal,

41]. Such a meta-power field has its own logics, which

true, and right attitude toward vaccination. If this is not

can be difficult for outsiders to understand. This means

possible, symbolic violence, as said by Bourdieu, will

that as an individual in the state you can feel included

be the consequence [38, 42], which was also expressed

or excluded depending on whether there is a

by the participants in relation to vaccine passports,

correlation between the individual’s and the state's

which for those individuals who do not want

dominant

regarding

vaccination, can contribute to a feeling of the

COVID-19 vaccination or the opposite, whereby the

population being divided into an A and B team. As a

understandings

and

logics
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citizen, it can feel as if you have lost your free will, or

is

that you as a citizen do not have equal rights and equal

linguistically, but which makes the participants'

conditions, as you are excluded on the basis of a

choices and actions meaningful [50, 51]. This basic

different attitude. This can mean that the individual

truth about COVID-19 vaccination as a way out of the

feels pressured or forced to be vaccinated. What

pandemic with its restrictive restrictions is formed by

happens in this context can with Bourdieu be

external structures, where the state as a meta-power

explained as that the participants who have a skeptical

field is an important player in the way citizens gets

attitude to vaccination, perceive and assess the world

their perceptions synchronized [52]. If, on the other

around them (including their own body) with the

hand, you say no to vaccination, then it can be seen as

criteria produced by and reflecting the current

shutting yourself out of the community and society.

dominance conditions [42, 51]. Thus, participants

Getting vaccinated is even perceived as a societal duty

'read' themselves through criteria that say that

by some yes-sayers, which is why it is not possible to

vaccination against COVID-19 is a must, which is

let one's own worries take precedence, as quoted

contrary to the way these participants understand the

above. As citizens, we have a common responsibility

world subjectively. This contributes to a controversy

to move forward and make society function normally

over what criteria should be applied to the world and

again, and for that to happen we as citizens are

thus how to assess the priority and importance of

dependent on each other. In this view, one cannot

vaccination. For others, getting the population

defend not being vaccinated, as vaccination is about

vaccinated may be seen as the only way out of the

taking care of each other. Being part of the community

COVID-19

and

and being vaccinated for the sake of society and in

mentally, and to return to normalcy. Returning to

order to help each other does not necessarily mean that

normal everyday life without the coronavirus and with

you as an individual are not worried about being

hugs and closeness can be considered a joint effort that

vaccinated. In this way, vaccination is regarded as a

we as a population and a society must make together.

civic duty and as a public interest and thus as an

crisis,

socially,

economically,

not

necessarily

formulated

or

expressed

attitude that extends beyond oneself.
“There are two aspects, I think, and one is that you
yourself gain greater immunity, and then I also think

Furthermore, the individual's attitude of not wanting to

that it is a form of civic duty. As a citizen, you have to

be vaccinated may have been shaped by a basic

say "okay, this is what we have to live with," so that

attitude that the forces of nature, such as the

society can function normally again. It does not help

coronavirus, cannot be controlled by humans, even

that people, because of some concern, say that I do not

with a vaccine. Just like weather disasters, viruses

want to be part of it. That is not how it works in society

occur from time to time, and as there will always be

in a proper and sensible way. You cannot defend not

such predetermined phenomena that one as a human

being vaccinated, because then you can help spread the

being has to cope with, there is no reason to fight

infection. So, one simply must back this up

against them. It can also be seen as the world's way of

(participant 13)”. These participants are from a

sorting out the weakest, as there are still too many

Bourdieu perspective together about a basic truth that

people on earth. That professionals and the state still
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recommend vaccination against COVID-19 can be

service that promotes universal interests, while on the

seen as propaganda. “The reason for a hurricane or an

other hand it can also reflect a striving to realize a self-

earthquake or an epidemic is simply because we are

interest disguised as a common interest [42, 52]. The

too many people on this planet. And it's the globe's

vaccine's rapid development and financial costs are

way of dealing with the fact that we're too many

highlighted but viewed differently depending on

people, so we simply must clear out some of us. And

whether one trusts one's own, local health authorities

one can say, it might go beyond the weakest in society

and the state as a whole. Experiences that the state has

because they do not have an immune system that can

handled the COVID-19 situation well contribute to a

cope with an epidemic. I think all this vaccination crap

feeling of being well taken care of as an individual and

is pure propaganda (participant 1)”.

as a citizen, and that one is able to feel safe. It also
means that you as a citizen have confidence in the

According to Bourdieu, the perceived one-sided

pandemic-related

information which is disseminated by the state, its

vaccination and the development of this, that you

institutions

current

receive. In addition, a basic confidence is expressed

dominance conditions, which can be perceived as an

that in Denmark the state would not start vaccinating

assault [41, 42]. In this context, it is a question of

the population if the vaccine were not safe.

and

professions,

reflects

information,

including

on

individuals with a basic assumption of letting the
forces of nature determine, may perceive vaccination

“I assume they [the health authorities] know what they

as a veiled common interest and thus a calculating act.

are doing. They do not send out millions of vaccines

For precisely these participants, herd immunity also

and kill half the population. I trust that of course they

comes into play by letting infection spread as a natural

have done it properly and checked what they need to.

approach to get through the pandemic and, best of all,

I have a belief that there are some people who are

subsequently, which is considered a selfless act that

smarter than me who have seen the vaccines through

should serve everyone best. For the individuals who

and who have said that they are safe enough, and I

hold this conviction, great annoyance is expressed that

myself have no reason to doubt that. I have faith in

it does not seem to be an option in the plans made for

experts, and I have confidence that especially the

epidemic control in Denmark, where it is felt that the

Danish experts are the ones we can trust (participant

state has a pervasive narrative that as many citizens as

15)”. According to Bourdieu, trust is a type of

possible should be vaccinated without alternatives. In

symbolic power [37, 39]. Symbolic power is the power

continuation of this, a question arises regarding who

to construct reality and the power to make people see

are the right people to judge whether the vaccines are

and understand the world in a certain way; it is an

the best option for citizens, and whether one can trust

invisible power that can make a given understanding

that the state wants the best for its citizens. Following

of reality appear inevitable and true, without it being

Bourdieu, this can be seen as a dispute over who

clear to those involved that it is an exercise of power.

neglects his own interests by letting them give way to

The understandings of reality that result from

public interests; on the one hand, the participants'

symbolic power are embedded in habitus and become

norm and assumptions can be considered as a common

part of society's doxa [38, 50]. The exercise of
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symbolic power is formalized in what Bourdieu calls

and proportions. And then I feel that we are being

‘pedagogical action’, that is, all ‘authorized’ forms of

talked down to. We're not stupid. But I think it's a little

teaching or information about how the world is

hard and patronizing (participant 14)”. The state as a

organized [53]. In the context of participants' attitudes

meta-power field is described by Bourdieu as a field

towards vaccination against COVID-19, trust in the

with a maximum of autonomy [38, 39], which through

state rests on general values such as health, justice,

grants can purchase vaccines that can control and

credibility, morality and responsibility in a system

regulate the health of citizens. Thus, it is seen how the

based on knowledge and expertise that goes beyond

state has the power to define what is healthy and how

individuals' own immediate experiences. Contrary to

the health of citizens must be developed and

this bridge-building trust between state and citizen,

supported. According to Bourdieu, the degree of this

however, our analyses also show a limited trust among

centralization of power has implications for social

some participants, where it is experienced that the state

order [48, 50], that is, the system that structures

is constantly trying to define the norms for epidemic

participants' attitudes and actions toward COVID-19

control in society. In this context, communication –

vaccination. In this context, the doxa of the state is

the ‘pedagogical action’ – from the state is perceived

about COVID-19 vaccination being carried out to

as harsh, direct and patronizing, in which the state tries

protect citizens and public health, but at the same time

to intimidate the population. It can be experienced as

these obvious claims are challenged by citizens for

if the state appeals to the fears of the population by

whom vaccination and health are not necessarily

using daily infection rates and other fear rhetoric. This

coherent or who distrust the motive for vaccination. In

can lead to a lack of or limited trust in the state and

addition, an ethical question is raised in relation to the

thus in the vaccine strategy. For some, the rapid

new technology for the development of vaccines,

development of vaccines may also arouse suspicion

where it is experienced by some participants that the

that the decision to vaccinate citizens is not well

limits of what one can do are expanded. The concerns

thought out and is rooted in a financial incentive. A lot

about a new technology may be that we do not yet

of money has been spent on the development and

know the future prospects and possible consequences,

purchase of vaccines, but as a citizen it can be

which in itself may seem daunting to the individual

questioned whether the prioritization of COVID-19

citizen.

vaccines is defendable in relation to treatment against
other diseases such as cancer.

At the meso level, the external, autonomous structures
are about how the participants' family and other social

“To me, this vaccine seems like a political decision.

networks structure and shape their attitude towards

We need to be scared, but then we can get vaccinated.

vaccination. Society's social distancing restrictions

Try to consider all the money that has been pushed into

mean that in families or other social circles one cannot

this [vaccine]. Imagine if you had spent it on cancer

be together as one could before the coronavirus

instead. There's so much danger out there. And all the

pandemic; the risk of infection lies in the minds of

fear rhetoric; that we have been bombarded daily with

many, and it means something for habitual human

infection rates ... There has been a lack of relativism

relationships and interactions. Therefore, there may be
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a pronounced desire for us to be vaccinated; both in

divergent attitudes as to whether one should be

the family and other social contexts in society, and

vaccinated or not, and it is thus not always the case that

unity and community thus become of great

one can get support for one's attitude from the usual

importance. However, it is seen that families can also

networks. COVID-19 vaccination thus challenges the

have unspoken expectations as to whether the family

participants' habitus and tendency to think and act in

in question should say yes or no to vaccination.

certain ways, which can also challenge their position

Thereby, the individual can feel obligated to follow

in the social space. Expectations of what attitude to

their family’s wishes, without vaccination or

vaccination one should have in a given group can thus

expectations

Such

be perceived as either binding or supportive; they can

expectations can also be expressed in other social

be shaped by family and social networks or they can

groups of which the individual is part.

be different. This is inconsistent with Bourdieu's

being

explicitly

discussed.

theory that individuals are primarily structured on the
“I am in a group with those who have my disease,

basis of a perception matrix, which is shaped by the

where the doctors had recommended us for

individual's conditions of upbringing and history [39,

vaccination. And there was a widespread attitude in

41, 50].

the group that one should have the vaccine. It was so
implicit, because then one does not have to worry so

3.2 Health habitus is challenged by COVID-19

much anymore (participant 3)”. These unspoken

vaccination. Health, illness and body as an

expectations can be explained with Bourdieu by the

individual or collective responsibility.

fact that individuals often act without being explicitly

Habitus is about some learned dispositions that make

rational and by not constantly consciously planning

you as an individual act in certain ways, but without

their behavior [50]. There are also families where one

being explicitly rational about it [39, 42]. The

seems to be able to agree that the disease is not

individual is thus first and foremost a body shaped by

dangerous and that it therefore seems excessive to

a context and a story. The body is born somewhere, by

have to be vaccinated, while other social groups may

someone and under certain social conditions, which

share a desire not to be vaccinated but to be infected

are embodied and incorporated as a matrix and

with coronavirus instead. In these groups, what

become a program for how to behave. Habitus is

Bourdieu calls heterodox input [38, 40] is produced in

structured by objective conditions of upbringing and

the vaccine perception. This is done through theories

principles, which are acquired in a family, but habitus

or ways of thinking about the body other than the

also undergoes continuous transformation [38].

biomedical

medical

Habitus is thus understood as a system of lasting and

examination designs from clinically controlled studies

changeable dispositions that serves as a framework for

and cohort studies, which is typically the knowledge

the way in which the individual experiences, thinks

from which the health authorities obtain evidence for

and acts. The theme illustrates health and illness seen

their recommendations and directions for public

as either an individual or collective responsibility as

health, including vaccination [38]. In several families

well as the connection between the individual's

and other social circles, however, there may be

attitude to illness, health, and vaccines (and medicine)

and

in

the

conventional
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in general and their attitude toward the COVID-19

positions through habitus, citizens are also, according

vaccine in particular. Below is a description of the

to Bourdieu, shaped by the state [52, 53]. The

psychological and social conditions that may be

dominant construction in relation to the body is what

important, as attitudes, perception and action patterns

can be called the 'state-authorized' healthy body, from

will be influenced by habitus. The belief of many of

which citizens know that the body must be active and

the participants is that if you just live a healthy life,

maintain a healthy diet and a good sleep pattern if it is

then you have a good immune system, and then you do

to live long and well [38]. With Bourdieu, the state-

not get sick. For people who subscribe to this attitude

authorized body is communicated both through good

towards health and disease, at the individual level,

advice and instructions; in other words, pedagogy

there is nothing rational about vaccination. This

coupled with guilt, moralization, and individualization

attitude focuses on ‘the strong body’ and maintains

[53]. Thus, it is a moral problem not to live up to the

that this body is the individual’s own responsibility as

ideals, and the individual bears the responsibility for

a basic precondition. The individual's own efforts to

his or her own health, as expressed by the participants.

keep the body in good physical condition with exercise

In the context of COVID-19 vaccination, however,

and a healthy diet are highlighted as important in order

there is a paradox in that the participants on the one

to be able to opt out of vaccination. In addition, there

hand are controlled by the state at a distance and assess

is a belief that if you are healthy and well, then you

their own body and health based on the dominant

can tolerate getting COVID-19. There is also an

healthy body that has been mediated by the state. But

internalized belief at the individual level that the body

on the other hand, several of the participants describe

should be treated 'naturally', and one as an individual

their own health assessment when it comes to

may therefore be reluctant to take modern medicine

vaccination against COVID-19, where they deviate

and may disagree with the idea that an artificially

from the state doxa and emphasize their own control

produced vaccine should be injected into the natural

over their body and their belief that vaccination will

body.

not optimize the body’s defenses – perhaps even the
opposite.

“The body must cope in a natural way. Basically, I
think we can tolerate getting sick, because we are born

For the participants who want to be vaccinated, from a

with a well-developed immune system. I think one

‘micro level’ perspective, this preference is about

should eat a much healthier diet and vitamin D and

wanting to protect themselves and take care of

more outdoor life and stuff like that. I'm physically

themselves. Age can be important in this context, as it

active, so I'm not afraid of getting corona and I believe

is understood that the elderly are expected to become

that the body can handle it itself; medicine is an

the most ill with coronavirus. In addition, the belief

artificial thing that you get put into the body. With the

that you are not in a risk group can, on the contrary,

corona vaccine, I feel sickened as a completely healthy

legitimize the belief that you should opt out of

young man with a well-functioning immune system –

vaccination. Based on one’s own belief, the vaccine

I am not vaccinated against colds either (participant

might also be seen as a way out of lockdown and

8)”. In addition to socialization to and in social

restrictions, which can be experienced as a deprivation
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of liberty; by being vaccinated you can get together

habitus becomes a clear expression of the individual's

with family and friends and live a long-missed

unconsciously learned dispositions to act in certain

everyday life again. A strategy for the individual who

ways [39, 42]. The call and recommendation for

chooses to avoid vaccination may be to choose to

COVID-19 vaccination, however, shifts from this

prioritize activities which do not require vaccination,

approach, and one suddenly begins to take a stand.

such as reading books. For some people, it is not so

This means that many people who were not previously

important at the individual level to have society re-

skeptical about vaccinations are actively beginning to

opened if it requires vaccination. You might also feel

consider whether they want to be vaccinated or not. It

that if your own social distancing measures and

is primarily a matter of the COVID-19 vaccines being

hygiene precautions are within current guidelines, then

developed with new technology, but this stance can

there is no threat of becoming infected and thus it can

also stem from the individual's perception of

be considered fine for you to opt out of vaccination.

themselves as not being at risk from COVID-19
disease as they are a younger person with a good

“If you focus on everything you do not get, then it is

immune system. This shows how the COVID-19

clear that then you have to go out and be vaccinated,

vaccines challenges the participants' habitus and

so you can quickly get out and get what you think you

disrupts the framework within which they experience,

are missing out on. But I have deliberately chosen to

think and act. According to Bourdieu, the individual is

say that then there are some other things; I have read a

limited in possibilities of action and influence by

lot of books, I have not had time otherwise, and then I

virtue of the social structures that determine the

may not have come to the theater, etc. But I will not be

actions of the individual [39, 50]. However, it can be

vaccinated to be able to go to restaurants (participant

seen how the participants in relation to COVID-19

19)”. According to Bourdieu, as an individual one

vaccination act significantly differently and more

incorporates a perception of the world as it appears

reflexively than expected. Although they might have

from one's position, which gives rise to different ways

been given vaccinations in the past, for some

of perceiving, thinking and acting [37, 42]. In relation

participants there may be uncertainty associated with

to vaccination against COVID-19, several participants

the COVID-19 vaccine, which can be viewed as an

are based on this self-position and worldview, and

experiment conducted with humans. Underlying this

vaccination must therefore have direct relevance to

attitude can be found, among other things, a belief that

oneself, e.g. in relation to age, risk of illness or

we as humans are basically born with a well-

participation in social activities. If it does not, and

functioning immune system, and that we can therefore

vaccination does not optimize one’s own interests, it

well tolerate getting sick. Medicine and vaccinations

does not give meaning and value to the individual.

are therefore quick-fix solutions to inappropriate and
unhealthy approaches to our lifestyle.

Getting vaccinated prior to the COVID-19 pandemic
in connection with travel or the child vaccination

“Basically, I think we can tolerate getting sick,

program was for many not a reflective decision but

because we are born with a well-developed immune

something one does without questioning it. Here

system. So, for me, both medicating and vaccinating
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have become quick-fix solutions; so, we can live a bad

something that makes sense and value. For several

and unhealthy life and then we can just be repaired

participants, the vaccine can help to create security

with medicine. It's kind of the mindset we live with.

both for oneself but also for others. This means, among

And it's a paradigm I wish we would get away from

other things, that you may be afraid of getting COVID-

and then instead have more emphasis on ecology and

19 and are not willing to take that risk, and thus

vegetables (participant 23)”. Thus, there is a

vaccination becomes an important way of protecting

discrepancy between the participants' habitual and

your health. Knowledge about the course of COVID-

incorporated actions on the one hand, where one

19 disease thus makes it easy to see the benefits of

previously got vaccinated without being explicitly

vaccination. There is also a very strong faith in the

rational about it, while COVID-19 vaccination on the

state’s decisions and scientists’ investigation of side

other hand brings the embodied health messages with

effects.

the body's efforts to perform and optimize to the fore.
For those participants who do not want to get a

“I have faith in science, so when we have obviously

COVID-19 vaccination, it is the state-authorized

got a virus that we may have to live with, I believe that

healthy body that generates and structures vaccination

they can constantly adapt the vaccine to how the virus

notions and practices. In connection with this, the

develops. If one could avoid such viruses, then that

interviews show that you can be a supporter of

would be best, but I think it's amazing that science can

vaccines against diseases that you feel threatened by,

help humanity so that we can survive such situations.

but if you do not feel threatened by coronavirus and

I am convinced that there will be some minor side

have a perception that you will not get sick from it,

effects; maybe you get a little uncomfortable or get

then

as

soreness at the vaccination site. But that does not

unnecessary. A correlation between saying no to

worry me. I have confidence that the vaccines we

COVID-19 vaccination and an attitude of not wanting

receive are in order (participant 6)”. As an ordinary

to take medication at all or an insecurity about using

citizen, according to Bourdieu, one has incorporated

other medications is also clearly expressed. It is thus

the state into oneself [38, 40]. The state and state

seen how habitus can be changed by new knowledge

regulation thus have an indirect but great significance

and new experiences, but also how attitudes toward the

for the regulation of the lived life – including health

new COVID-19 vaccination are formed from previous

and unhealthiness. The state is therefore relevant when

attitudes.

previous

individuals orient themselves towards how a healthy

vaccinations that have been unproblematic and

body acts, and in relation to COVID-19 vaccination,

without side effects may mean that one is not uncertain

the state (and science) is granted high trust by these

or worried about the COVID-19 vaccine. Receiving

participants. Thus, on the one hand, there is a part of

the vaccine to protect oneself, as when one has

the population that trusts the vaccines, because they

previously received other vaccines, is thus also

trust the state, even though the vaccines have been

highlighted. That is, with Bourdieu [39, 42] saying that

developed in a hurry, and the side effects are unknown

when these participants act on past experiences and

in the long term, and then on the other hand there is a

perceptions, they rate COVID-19 vaccination as

part of the population that thinks that because we do

COVID-19

In

vaccination

contrast,

is

experience

perceived

of
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not understand the vaccines well enough, there will be

vaccination can affect one's immune system in an

errors. As a citizen, you can be unsure whether you

inappropriate way. There was also uncertainty about

will receive knowledge of such (possible) errors.

whether the vaccines can manipulate one's genes in
order to disrupt the normal healthy body. This may

In addition, there are concerns about the new

also have roots in a perception that medicine is not

technology used in the COVID-19 vaccines, which

good at all and that it is artificial for the body, whereas

can seem daunting. Some participants also have the

healthy food and exercise would be a better

perception that one can die from the vaccination or its

alternative. This shows how previous attitudes and

side effects and therefore dare not get the new

behaviors get confirmed, thereby securing habitus

dangerous vaccine despite the fact that they have

[37]. Several participants raised concerns about

previously been vaccinated against other diseases and

whether people who have been vaccinated risk giving

that vaccination is therefore an established part of their

healthy people autoimmune diseases and injuries,

perception matrix. According to Bourdieu, all

which will be an assault on the individual.

individuals have an immediate desire to confirm
already existing habitus in order to ensure the stability

3.3 Collection of health capital and positioning

of habitus, and situations that challenge and question

oneself towards COVID-19 vaccination. The

one’s habitus will thus be avoided [37, 50]. Habitus,

unequal dispositions and conditions for the

however, is a system of dispositions, where disposition

acquisition of knowledge.

is meant an inclination to act in certain ways, and such

According to Bourdieu, a social group is defined

a tendency is more a tendency to do something than a

relationally in a social space by its possession and

compulsion. Furthermore, habitus always functions in

utilization of various capitals such as economic,

relation to other social contexts, which is why the same

cultural and social capital [48]. The concept of health

habitus can give rise to different actions and attitudes

capital

depending on the nature of the social context. In

differentiated investment of social groups in their own

relation to COVID-19 vaccination, this means that

body. The intention is to optimize, maintain or reduce

even though participants who have previously had

the loss of social position in a time when body and

other vaccinations internalized in their habitus, the

health have a strong focus; health capital, however,

combination of a lack of knowledge about and

requires the other capitals [38, 48]. Health capital is a

experience with the new vaccine with consequent

sociological concept and therefore has nothing to do

insecurity and uncertainty means that one is still

with ‘healthy’ and ‘unhealthy’ in a biomedical sense.

reluctant to receive the vaccine. It is also most often

What is particularly interesting in relation to health

the case, according to Bourdieu, that individuals only

capital and COVID-19 vaccination opinions and

really discover the perception matrix that is active

attitudes are individuals’ preconditions for being able

within them when changes occur [38]. Concerns were

to position themselves, which is oriented according to

also raised about whether the body can become

their cultural rationality in relation to knowledge,

resistant to vaccines if we continue to vaccinate

research and evidence. These practices highlight that a

ourselves against everything, and whether in this way

person has ‘done their research’ and made what, to
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them, is the appropriate choice around vaccination.

knowledge about COVID-19 vaccination, but all

The practices around questioning science and making

participants nevertheless want to optimize their own

‘alternative’ choices to the mainstream, however, also

health and reduce the risk of disease.

articulate forms of cultural capital. In the following we
present how the participants relate to knowledge in the

“I update myself on the pandemic [through] TV, radio,

field of COVID-19 vaccination, including the use of

newspapers and online from time to time. If I want to

media,

knowledge

go more in-depth, then I go to the National Board of

information, the participants’ critical stance on

Health and the National Serum Institute, because there

knowledge, and their ability to assess knowledge.

I am sure I will get an independent briefing. I want to

news

channels

and

other

be sure that what I have grasped is credible (participant
The participants retrieve COVID-19 information from

13)”. Health capital comes with Bourdieu in play as a

several different sources. Some inform themselves via

differentiated investment in own body [38, 39], either

daily news updates, which can range from superficial

by optimizing the body through vaccination against

sensational headlines in morning newspapers to more

COVID-19 or just the opposite. In general, the hunt for

comprehensive articles in major dailies. Participants

capital can explain much of what individuals do.

seek out and select media based on motives that may

Gaining knowledge about and taking a stand on

have to do with meeting needs or based on already

vaccination, whether one says yes or no to it, can be

established habits. When it comes to information

seen as a struggle to raise health capital; a deep-seated,

about the coronavirus and COVID-19 vaccination,

socialized way of being that is recognized and

knowledge is obtained that for some citizens will

acknowledged by others [39, 42]. Health capital and

reflect and confirm their own attitudes, and which can

recognition thus refer to a striving to be noticed and

provide cohesion with others, whereas other citizens

give social identity whether society in general

seek more nuanced knowledge as well as general

allocates this position positive or negative capital. In

knowledge, which they believe can expand their own

fact, Bourdieu's general view of man is that it is not

positions. For the latter group, their choice of news

self-interest that is the primary driving force for

media is also about them being tired of the morning

human beings, but the desire for recognition from

press' sensational coverage, which is more about

other human beings [42]. The de-coding that thus takes

publishing exciting stories than about factual

place in the acquisition of knowledge, whether the

interpretations of the pandemic and vaccination.

individual's attitude and actions are in favor of or

Several participants also point out that if you want

against COVID-19 vaccination, can therefore be

knowledge that is the most credible and without other

translated into recognition and thus capital, if, as

interests, then the National Board of Health and the

Bourdieu points out, there is a 'market' or a social

National Serum Institute are the best places to get it

microcosm into which capital can be brought [48].

from. The Internet, including Google, is also

Capital must thus be brought into a social context

considered by both yes and no sayers to be a reliable

where it is recognized, ascribed value and thus gives

source of knowledge. The participants thus have

social prestige.

different dispositions and conditions for obtaining
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There was also a group of participants for whom

participants that they have started following news and

Facebook is considered the most reliable source when

knowledge about the current situation, which

it comes to 'real' knowledge, as dominant narratives

otherwise would not have been a daily part of their

expressed via established news channels can be

lives. However, there are participants who are clearly

perceived as inadequate and manipulative. It can be

critical of the media's portrayal of the pandemic and

seen that these news channels talk vaccine concerns

vaccination and who emphasize that the media focuses

down, whereas Facebook provides useful links to

exclusively on one dominant and unvarnished

articles and research that take a more critical view of

narrative that is intended to intimidate the population.

the entire vaccine strategy and provide alternative
solutions to getting out of the pandemic than

“There is one narrative which has become the only

vaccination. This group of citizens can be said to

right one and which is what the media largely

challenge the doxa in the health field by articulating

perpetuates. They try to scare people by writing how

and challenging the dominant attitude towards

many have died, etc.; they put up frightening death

vaccination and instituting new criteria or ways of

tolls, but there is a lack of perspective on how many

thinking about the body as legitimate rather than the

people have committed suicide and how many social

biomedical theory. For most participants, it means

costs the shutdown has had. But the media is

something to be 'well prepared' in terms of knowledge

discouraging so people are scared. Anxiety rises, and

and meaning, and where you get your knowledge

it can drive one's immune system down because so

from, seems to be of great importance. Thus, it can be

many waste products… i.e. negative chemical

seen how the chosen news and knowledge media

reactions, enter the body because you are constantly

provide a social security in that one belongs to that

on the run. It may be even worse than the virus itself

particular group. In order for capital to create such an

(participant 17). This can lead to you as a citizen being

affiliation, according to Bourdieu, social agents must

frightened and anxious to such an extent that it can be

exist who, by virtue of their habitus, can recognize the

felt in your own body. Part of the criticism of the

type of capital in question and recognize its value [40,

media coverage and the dominant narrative is also that

53]. Internally, in such environments that challenge

as a citizen you can feel that the experts and

the dominant vaccine doxa, a capital that virtually

professionals who are against the vaccine are not

negates the dominant culture thus functions. However,

represented and heard in the media. This calls into

participants' approaches to how outreach they are in

question who has the power and thus the capital to

relation to knowledge about the coronavirus and

define and determine the rules of the game or the

vaccination vary. Some choose not to orientate

knowledge that must apply when deciding on

themselves at all, whereas others update themselves

vaccination. The participants' attitudes towards the

daily on infection figures, while others go in and out

health authorities' handling of the corona pandemic are

of the news media, as on the one hand they want to

oriented along two poles. At one end of the spectrum,

follow news, but on the other hand do not want to be

there are experiences that the closure of society has

'infected' by the media’s fear scenarios. The COVID-

been excessive and not fair, and that the health

19 pandemic has also meant for some of the

authorities have not communicated logically and
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clearly and have used explanations and arguments that

be able to make a decision about vaccination against

ordinary people cannot understand. There may also be

COVID-19, you as a citizen may need to familiarize

experiences that the health authorities seem insecure

yourself with knowledge about disease and vaccine.

and do not acknowledge their mistakes. At the

Several participants emphasize the importance of

diametrically opposite pole, a great deal of respect for

having time to think before saying yes or no, and that

and trust in the health authorities is emphasized, as

the time factor helps to create security. Insecurity

well as trust in the knowledge and the decisions they

arises for many from an experience of being ignorant,

present. There is a belief that choices and decisions are

in combination with the fact that the vaccine is

based on expert knowledge and research, and the state

completely new and nothing is known about long-term

is thus seen by these participants as the protector of the

side effects. What can create security is when you see

citizens. In addition, however, an expectation is also

others being vaccinated. Likewise, it can be reassuring

emphasized

authorities'

to know a professional in your social circle who says

responsibility to explain to the population what

yes to vaccination. It is thus seen that the possibility of

vaccination is about and what there is of safety and

assessing the current knowledge, for several of the

uncertainty about it, so that Danes have the

participants, is connected with their own collection of

opportunity to make decisions on the best possible

experience as well as the experience of close ‘experts’

basis. Furthermore, there is an expectation of the

more than just the information provided by the state.

health authorities that they should also provide more

The concept of capital can, with the support of

information about solidarity and community spirit, and

Bourdieu, help to explain people's actions [38, 48] and

what this means in connection with vaccination.

thus shed light on the participants' tendency to lean on

that

it

is

the

health

their own 'experts' when shaping and constructing
“I also think they [the health authorities] need to say

attitudes to vaccination. Cultural capital deals with

something more about solidarity and what it means for

education, knowledge and competencies, while social

society and for the protection of other people when

capital refers to the individual's social network and

you get vaccinated. The so-called community spirit

connections [48]. Thus, the concept of capital can help

must be activated. We have a commitment to each

to say something about how those who have capital in

other and to society and the economy (participant 11)”.

the form of expert opinions and knowledge from

In this context, the state is not only seen as an

highly educated people in the close social network get

unchallenged authority, but the expectations are also

support from a collective capital. However, the state as

that the state must protect the citizens both from the

a meta-power field [38, 52] is an important player in

stranger, the disease, and also from each other, as it is

the way in which the knowledge of these participants

expressed by Bourdieu [50, 53]. It is thus not just about

is synchronized. Others experience that even though

information to the individual citizen on an individual

they have a desire to make a decision about

level about COVID-19 and vaccination, but it must be

vaccination on an informed basis, the communication

clear that we as citizens have an obligation to each

from the health authorities is opaque, which makes it

other. By everyone taking responsibility, so that

difficult to make a choice. They experience that the

vaccination is not something you do just for your own

information about vaccination goes in different

gain, social capital is put into play [42, 48]. In order to
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directions, which is why the purpose of vaccination is

“First of all, there has been withholding of

not clear.

information. Knowledge is power, and if you can keep
people in ignorance, then they may be easier to deal

“I have a mixed feeling towards the Danish health

with. The health authorities have not explained well

authorities. It is, of course, an unknown situation, but

enough about the safety or insecurity associated with

I do not think the communication has been particularly

vaccination (participant 22)”. There is thus a desire for

good or explanatory. I'm missing a whole lot of

you as a citizen to be invited more into the knowledge

arguments for what they're doing, and the logic is also

as well as non-knowledge or uncertainties that the

missing for me. There are no explanations that

state is aware of. As a counterpoint to this, there is a

ordinary people can understand (participant 12)”. For

group of participants who, however, believe that if you

many of the participants, knowledge is gleaned from

have the right education, then all the knowledge you

television and the Internet; a one-way flow of

need is available on the National Board of Health and

information and knowledge which can be frightening,

the National Serum Institute's websites, and thus you

and which can mean that one is skeptical about

have the opportunity to make your own calculations;

vaccination. These participants emphasized that

an approach that requires some form of cultural capital

ordinary non-scientific information about vaccines

in the form of education to seek out and assess the

and vaccination for the individual citizen would suit

knowledge in question. This shows how the state's

them better and provide a better basis for the decision

meta-capital is perceived in different ways, which

on vaccination. In this way, it could mean that the

gives power over other capitals [42, 48], and which

individual citizen feels involved in the decision and

can thus be said to lead to 'battles' between the

does not just experience being controlled by the state

different groups' capitals and about the right to the

from a distance. According to Bourdieu, the state

different approaches to knowledge about and attitudes

reproduces inequalities [53]. This means that when the

toward COVID-19 vaccination.

state's information about COVID-19 vaccination takes
place in the form of one-way communication, the

4. Discussion

participants who feel off and overwhelmed in relation

In the field of health, the state must ensure that we are

to information about vaccination will thus be further

each informed or made aware of what is healthy and

marginalized on the basis of various social differences,

unhealthy, and part of this is implicitly about what is

resources

Some

normal and abnormal; the state is as such controlling

participants also have the experience that the state

the uncontrollable. In this study we have examined the

keeps information and knowledge about the vaccines

attitudes of Danish citizens regarding the COVID-19

secret from the population, and that they deliberately

vaccine program; a program that has been rolled out

publish incorrect numbers and keep people in

by the Danish health authorities as a dominant ideal in

ignorance. These participants have a desire for full

order to control the pandemic [54]. Thus, citizens in

transparency, where all intermediate knowledge is also

the society are exposed to governmental ideals about

presented, so that the population has the opportunity to

the COVID-19 epidemic control that have a formative

access all the information in order to be able to assess

effect. Through our study, we can in this context show

and

cultural

environments.

the relevant knowledge in the field.
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how such dominant ideals can lead to some citizens’

reported that a total of 83.5% (95% CI 82.3–84.8) of

attitudes

social

participants responded yes to COVID-19 vaccine

recognition while other attitudes are shunned. The

intent, while only 16.5% (95% CI 15.2–17.7)

findings of our study will be discussed and compared

responded no. A key predictor for an intention to take

with other research in the following section.

the vaccine was a reported perception that the vaccine

to

vaccination

being

granted

decreases one’s chances of getting COVID-19 as well
The structures that regulate vaccination attitudes in the

as being unconcerned about side effects [55]. The

individual were illuminated in our study at two levels,

suggestions from this study focus on that increasing

the macro and meso level respectively. At the macro

perception of the benefits of vaccination are essential,

level the state plays a dominant role in structuring

which is confirmed by other research on enhanced

citizens’ beliefs, attitudes and actions related to

epidemic control [56-58]; studies which additionally

whether COVID-19 vaccination was perceived as

focus on the role of the state to start promoting

good or bad by the citizens. The important thing in this

COVID-19 vaccine uptake. The question is, however,

context is whether you as a citizen feel included in or

if the state can control the uncontrollable vaccine

excluded by the logic of the state. It is common for

opponents by providing information on the benefits of

individuals to perceive and evaluate the world around

vaccination. A systematic review of beliefs and

them (including their own body) based on criteria that

attitudes toward and reasons for non-vaccination

are produced by and reflect current dominance

points out that specific reasons may differ, which

conditions; that is, the state’s view of vaccination as a

means that specific approaches are needed and not

form of epidemic control. A belief in vaccination as

general ones if attitudes are to be changed [58].

the way out of the pandemic is thus seen in our study
in participants who share this basic truth. On the other

At the structural meso level, attitudes towards

hand, individuals who hold attitudes that go against

vaccination were in our study expressed as either an

vaccination can feel excluded from community and

unspoken support or as an obligation within the

society. There is a sharp division between the two

individual’s social circle, which is in line with other

groups.

the

studies investigating general vaccine attitudes [31, 59,

recommendations for vaccination from the state have

60]. Compared to our participants’ previous actions

to do with regulating the health of citizens based on

and behaviors, where the majority had received both

trust, justice, morality and responsibility in a system

childhood and travel vaccinations, the COVID-19

based on knowledge and expertise, while the other

vaccine apparently challenges the participants’

group might perceive the state’s defining norms for

tendency to think and act in certain ways. This means

health and epidemic control as a form of voluntary

that the individual’s usual social network, which will

coercion and veiled common interest. For the latter

typically structure the individual’s attitudes, in the

group, the basic doxa of the state is questionable,

context of COVID-19 vaccination seemed to have less

which limits or challenges the trust between state and

importance. This finding is complementary to studies

citizen. A Chinese nationwide cross-sectional survey

researching willingness to receive the COVID-19

about COVID-19 vaccine demand and hesitancy

vaccine [61, 62]. A global survey of potential

One

group

might

say
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acceptance of a COVID-19 vaccine in 19 countries

vaccination. These vaccine hesitancy issues have been

demonstrated differences in acceptance rates ranging

confirmed in other research as well, indicating that this

from almost 90% (in China) to less than 55% (in

hesitancy poses dangers to both the individual and

Russia); respondents reporting higher levels of trust in

their community, if they do not get vaccinated [65, 66].

information from government sources were more

Our study complementarily also illuminated how

likely to accept a vaccine and take their employer’s

recommendations

advice to do so [63]. This suggests that citizens’

challenge the participants’ habitus in that they were

acceptance of the COVID-19 vaccine in a society is

forced to revisit their own incorporated assumptions

based on trust in the state and authorities more than on

and attitudes. For some of these participants,

trust in opinions in the close social environment.

vaccination against COVID-19 had no meaning and

for

COVID-19

vaccination

value at an individual level and they perceived
Our findings illuminate how the participants’ health

vaccination as being made sick. On the other hand, our

habitus was found to be challenged by the COVID-19

study findings also point at a collective responsibility

vaccination. The learned dispositions to act in certain

expressed by the participants. What is at stake for these

ways were for many of the participants that the healthy

individuals is that if all or most citizens are vaccinated,

body and the responsibility to keep the body healthy

then you can get together with family and friends again

was an individual matter. In this context, two

as well as embrace a long-missed everyday life again.

preconditions for one’s own health were particularly

In this context, habitus becomes a structuring

dominant: respectively to optimize the body using

intermediary between the individual and the outside

well-known health advice, and the assumption that the

world, whereby it is seen that objective structures such

body should

these

as community and dependence on each other are

participants, the starting point was the individual’s

internalized in the habitus of these participants. A

position and worldview, where vaccination does not

study by Lin et al. [55] reported that the majority of

necessarily have direct relevance. The Strategic

participants would only take the vaccine if it was taken

Advisory Group of Experts, a working group under the

by many in the public, which is supported by another

World Health Organization, highlight three drivers of

study concluding that willingness to take the vaccine

vaccine hesitancy: complacency, convenience, and

is closely bound to recognition of the vaccine’s

confidence [64]. Complacency concerns citizens’

collective importance [67]. This points to a dilemma if

perceptions of the risk of contracting vaccine-

the citizens want the community, but at the same time

preventable diseases and therefore their perceptions of

only want the community if the others want too. The

the necessity of obtaining vaccination, whereas

question thus becomes how one as a society and fellow

convenience is based on socioeconomic factors such

human being can count on others acting for the good

as availability, accessibility, affordability, and low

of the community and thereby try to control a

health literacy. Low confidence stems from a lack of

seemingly uncontrollable virus.

be

treated

naturally. For

trust in various aspects of health care, such as the
vaccine itself, healthcare professionals administering

For many participants in our study, vaccinations are

vaccines,

generally considered as a means of protecting health

or

policymakers

who

advocate
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and thus as an established part of one’s matrix of

regardless of whether one says yes or no to

perceptions. This habitus is also challenged by

vaccination. It means something to the participants to

COVID-19 vaccination, where some participants

be ‘well prepared’ in terms of knowledge, and from

perceive this vaccination and possible side effects as

where they get their knowledge is of great importance

dangerous even though they have previously received

for controlling their personal situation. The selected

vaccinations without adverse events. In addition, a

news sources provide social security in that others can

combination of lack of knowledge and experience with

acknowledge precisely that type of capital and

the newly developed COVID-19 vaccine can lead to

recognize its value. As a citizen, there are expectations

uncertainty and insecurity, which is why the individual

of the state or, more specifically, the health authorities

may be reluctant to receive it. Thus, a discrepancy

that they take the responsibility of explaining to the

arises between habitual implicit actions and attitudes

population what vaccination entails and what is known

towards previous vaccinations, where COVID-19

about safety and insecurity. However, a paradox is

vaccination brings to light the body’s embodied health

seen in this context among the participants, for whom

messages in an uncontrollable way. In relation to

the opportunity to assess knowledge about vaccination

COVID-19 vaccination, research indicates that

is often related to their own collection of experience as

sociodemographic factors do not explain vaccine

well as that of ‘close experts’, who are considered

hesitancy to any helpful degree [67]. The discrepancy

more trustworthy than just the information provided

rather seems related to the COVID-19 vaccine being

by the state. Those who have the capital, in the form

new [2, 24, 67] and simultaneously research suggests

of expert opinions and knowledge from highly

that the current modes of thinking and communicating

educated people in their close social network, thus

about the vaccine fall within too narrow and too

receive support from a collective capital, while other

clinically oriented of an idea about health, disease, and

participants in our study point out that they lack the

how complex the human responses to them truly are

right to express and act in relation to different

[68, 69].

approaches to knowledge. Complementing the above
findings, a study demonstrated that respondents who

Our findings further illuminated how unequal

reported higher levels of trust in information from

dispositions and conditions for acquisition of

government sources were more likely to accept a

knowledge affect the collection of health capital and

COVID-19 vaccine [63], while another study found

the individual’s preconditions for being able to

that a majority of participants would only choose to

position oneself. In general, participants seek out and

receive the COVID-19 vaccine if given adequate

select knowledge based on motives that have to do

information [55]. Trust in the state and information

with meeting needs or habits; knowledge that often

from the state thus seems important for citizens’

confirms own attitudes, while others seek out nuanced

decisions about vaccination. To achieve the highest

knowledge that can expand their attitudes. For both

level

groups this collection of knowledge and taking a stand

differentiated so that it is targeted at both citizens who

on vaccination is about the collection of health capital;

obtain mainstream knowledge and citizens who obtain

a deeply socialized way of being that positions the

knowledge from research and medical experts. At the

of

compliance,

information

must

be

individual in relation to others, which applies
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same time, citizens who are skeptical must also be

interpretation in a reflexive and dialogical process.

considered in order to control what might seem

The strength of this approach was that all authors

uncontrollable.

participated with their individual preconceptions and
horizons of understanding, forcing the research team

For many participants in our study, knowledge is most

to move back and forth between the parts and the

often obtained in the form of one-way communication

whole in an interpretive spiral [47]. It is recommended

such as information directed from the state to the

that interviewers should use eye contact and a

citizen. However, when dialogue and involvement are

confident manner to set the tone for the interview and

lacking in this context, this information can be

help establish rapport with the respondent [36]. We

experienced as being controlled by the state at a

did, however, conduct the interviews by telephone to

distance. In this way, the state may reproduce

prevent the spread of the virus, which might be a

inequalities. A systematic review and meta-analysis of

limitation to the study’s internal validity. Despite this,

intended uptake and refusal of COVID-19 vaccines

we experienced that participants appreciated talking

concluded that being a woman, younger, with lower

about their experiences of and attitudes towards

income or level of education or affiliation with an

COVID-19 vaccination.

ethnic minority group was consistently associated with
being less likely to intend to get vaccinated [70]. In

According to Yin, any case study findings are likely to

order to counter these unequal reproductions, dialogue

be more convincing and accurate if the case study is

and involvement with citizens are necessary. In

based on several different sources of information,

addition, Harrison and Wu [68] point out that precisely

because multiple sources of evidence allow for data

across a diverse public, constructions of care and

triangulation and the development of converging lines

social solidarity must be as strong as the desire to

of inquiry [45]. In the present study, however, we did

protect and determine one’s individual health. Thus,

not draw on different methods in the collection of data,

society must practice such constructions in words as

which might be a limitation in relation to the external

well as in actions. This probably means a re-imagining

validity and thereby the transferability of the study

of cultures for public health, where the ideal of social

findings. To strengthen credibility and enable a

solidarity is given enough power to instill and change

movement from individual participants’ attitudes

current guiding ethical constructions.

toward COVID-19 vaccination to a more universal
perspective in a society, we drew on Bourdieu’s theory

4.1 Study strengths and limitations

in an abductive process [44]. This enables a level of

The quality of any empirical study, including case

transferability of the results of the case despite the

studies, depends on validity, i.e. internal validity,

mentioned methodological limitations [43, 46].

external validity, and reliability [36]. Strategies were
employed in this study to ensure internal validity,

A strategy we took to ensure the best possible

including the collection of in-depth data, prolonged

reliability [36] of our qualitative case study involved

involvement with the data, and use of the participants’

the creation of a case study protocol, which helped

own words to illustrate themes [46]. All authors

standardize the investigation. The protocol included an

performed all stages of the data analysis and

overview of the project, procedures for the recruitment
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of participants and data collection, guiding questions,

citizen. Citizens’ usual structuring social network

and a plan for analysis, all of which are presented in

seems to have less importance with regard to attitudes

this paper in order to ensure transparency for the

towards COVID-19 vaccination.

reader. A main strength of our case study is its
qualitative approach to the investigation of how the

Citizens’ habitus is challenged by the COVID-19

attitudes and beliefs of Danish citizens regarding the

vaccination, and they are forced to revisit their own

offer of a COVID-19 vaccine from the Danish

incorporated assumptions and attitudes. For some

healthcare system are expressed in order to make us

individuals, vaccination against COVID-19 is of no

wiser as to why people have the attitudes to the

meaning and they perceive vaccination as being made

vaccination program they have. Indeed, most studies

sick, while others highlight a collective responsibility

dealing with attitudes assume that external, observable

to get vaccinated. A combination of lack of knowledge

dimensions are related to an internal, underlying

and experience with the newly developed COVID-19

variable, and such studies find a ‘usually good’

vaccine can lead to uncertainty and insecurity, which

correlation between behavioral intent and actual action

is why the individual may be reluctant. Thus, a

[71]. Complementing these studies, our study

discrepancy arises with regard to habitual implicit

contributes with a deeper analysis of factors that co-

actions and attitudes towards previous vaccinations,

determine the attitudes of individuals. Bourdieu’s

where the COVID-19 vaccination brings to light the

theoretical lens of structures, habitus and capital

body’s embodied health messages. In this context,

contributed significantly to shedding light on how

habitus may become a structuring intermediary

attitudes are formed externally and are relatively

between the individual and the outside world, whereby

autonomous from and more than the sum of the

objective

individual.

dependence on each other may be internalized in

structures

such

as

community

and

habitus.

5. Conclusion
The state plays a dominant role in structuring citizens’

Citizens have unequal dispositions and conditions for

beliefs, attitudes, and actions whether COVID-19

the acquisition of knowledge. Those who have the

vaccination is perceived by citizens as good or bad. In

capital, in the form of expert opinions and knowledge

this context the matter of whether citizens feel

from highly educated people in their close social

included in or excluded by the logic of the state is

network, receive support from a collective capital,

especially important. A belief in vaccination as a way

while other citizens might lack the right to have,

out of the pandemic is seen in citizens who share the

express and act in relation to different approaches to

basic truth of the state, while those who hold attitudes

knowledge. Often knowledge is delivered in the form

against vaccination are excluded from community and

of one-way communication, such as information

society. The consequences of this mean that the state’s

directed from the state to the citizen. When dialogue

defining norms for health and epidemic control are

and involvement are lacking in this context, this

perceived as voluntary coercions and veiled common

communication

interest, which challenges the trust between state and

controlled by the state at a distance. In this way, the
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state may reproduce inequalities. Society must though

Without them, this study would not have been

practice such information in words as well as action.

possible. We also thank Cecilie Bech Hammer and
Thyra Kappel Skau for their help with organizing

Relevance to Clinical Practice

participants and interview scheduling and with the

We are only just in early winter, and it already looks

transcription of the interviews.

like we are facing another tough corona winter. Many
are vaccinated in Denmark, and the part of the adult
population that is not vaccinated is small but large
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